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Abstract 
User interface has special importance in immersive virtual environments. Interactions 
based on the simple and conceivable gestures of a hand may enhance immersivity of a 
Virtual Environment (VE).  However, due to the structural issues like small size and 
complex shape of human hand, recognition of hand gestures are more challenging. This 
work introduces a novel interaction technique to perform the basic interaction tasks by 
the simple movement of hand instead of distinct gestures. With an ordinary camera, the 
fist posture of hand is segmented out from the image stream using the optimal 
segmentation model. Like pressing a button with a thumb, the status of thumb is traced 
for the activation or deactivation of the interactions.  After the activation of 
interaction, the trajectory of hand is followed to manipulate a virtual object about an 
arbitrary axis. Without training and comparison of gestures, the basic interactions 
required in a VE are performed by the perceptive movement of a hand. By 
incorporating image processing in the realm of VE, the technique is implemented in a 
case-study project; FIRST (Feasible Interaction by Recognizing the Status of Thumb). 
A group of 12 users evaluated the system in a moderate lighting condition. Outcomes 
of the evaluation revealed that the technique is suitable for Virtual Reality (VR) 
applications. 

Keywords 
3D interactions, Gestural interfaces, Virtual Reality, Finger Recognition, Computer 
Vision 

1. Introduction 

There is an increasing interest in making the interface of VE simpler and engrossing. 
Besides enabling a user to perform different tasks in a VE, interaction enhances 
immersivity of a VR system [1]. By now, It has been proved that the use of hand gestures 
are suitable for natural interactions [2-3]. Various gesture-based techniques have been 
proposed for 3D interactions using the magnetic [4] and mechanical [5] sensors. However, 
such systems are inadequate due to their intrinsic limitations and cumbersome setup. 
Similarly, the tracking of gestures by the Nintendo Wii-Mote [6] needs Oculus Touch, 
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HTC Vive Controller and HoloLens. Such a complex setup undermines the naturalness of 
a VE. Fiducial markers have also been proposed for the VR systems [7,8]. However, 
markers based systems are good for short-range applications [9]. Interaction with a bare 
hand is more appealing than wearables [10]. Several hand posture-based techniques have 
been proposed for VR interactions [11-13]. Most of the techniques in the literature 
[8,14-15] trigger predefined actions at the recognition of specific gestures. Some 
interaction methods necessitate the training of gestures [16-17]. As Kinect is good for 
human activity recognition, recent research is based on the Kinect sensor [18]. While 
Kinect can trace body gestures, it cannot distinguish individual fingers accurately [19]. 
Although the use of hand gestures is suitable for interactions, due to the structural issues, 
the recognition of hand gesture is more challenging. For instance, false-tracking [20] and 
user-side difficulties [21] are the key challenges of gestural interfaces. Accurate 
recognition of gestures is difficult because of the small and complex structure of hand [22]. 
Moreover, some people have difficulties in posing specific hand gestures [23]. A suitable 
solution to overcome these challenges is to use the least possible gestures/postures for 
interactions. As interaction by the use of thumb is more engaging [24] and can be used for 
a more appealing 3D interaction system therefore, the GIST technique is proposed with the 
following key contributions: 
1. Keeping a database of gestures, extraction of features, and comparison of gestures 

with stored templates are computationally costlier [25]. Moreover, the possibility of 
false-recognition of whole-hand gestures is high. The proposed technique introduces a 
gesture-free interaction system that works on the status of thumb instead of distinct 
whole-hand gestures. 

2. With the contemporary gesture-based systems one needs to remember a number of 
hand gestures to be posed at run time. Cognitive load is involved in recalling and 
posing the exact gestures [26-28]. We believe that perceptive hand movements are 
suitable for interaction as no cognitive load is involved in recalling the gestures. For 
example, with less or no cognitive load a user may use forward hand movement for 
going inside a VE and vice versa. 

3. Most of the contemporary gesture-based interaction systems utilize Machine Learning 
(ML) [29-30]. However, ML classifiers are data-hungry [30-31] and necessitate 
training of voluminous gestural dataset. Inspired from the pressing-of-button 
metaphor [24], we introduce thumb status based interaction. Without training of 
gestures and extraction of features, the technique simply counts thumb-up to activate 
an interaction at runtime. 

The GIST technique privileges VR users to perform 3D interactions in a VE without 
caring for the predefined set of gestures. The basic interactions are performed in distinct 
states, where the status of thumb (thumb-up or thumb-down) is traced for the activation or 
deactivation of a state. In an attained state, interaction about an arbitrary axis is performed 
by the perceptive movement of a hand. Analogous to the button press metaphor, an 
interaction state is activated by the thumb-down posture. Interaction in an attained state is 
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performed by the horizontal, vertical or diagonal movement of a hand. The technique is 
implemented in a VS project; FIRST. The VE of FIRST is designed in OpenGL whereas 
the OpenCV library is used for the backend image processing. The system is evaluated by 
12 users in a moderate lighting condition. Besides achieving the satisfactory accuracy; 
87.5%, the evaluation revealed that the technique is suitable for interactions in VE. 

2. Methodology 

A potential solution to the challenges of gestural interfaces is to simply examine the status 
of thumb instead of complex gestures. With this research work, we introduce a 
gesture-independent interaction technique based on the perceptive movement of the hand 
in conjunction with the status of thumb. An Input image (Iimg) scanned with an ordinary 
camera, is transformed to the YCrCb color space (Yimg). To get a compact skin mask 
image (Mimg), the thresholding and closing operations are performed dynamically.  With 
our designed Sliding Scan (SC) algorithm, the Tip-of-thumb Area (TA) is extracted from 
the initial Mimg . The difference in Mimg  in the succeeding frames Fi  and Fi+1  is 
compared with the TA to get the status of thumb. The list of abbreviation in ascending 
with description is shown in Table 1. 
Pre-processing is performed to target a hand in each image frame. Without training 
gestures or searching for specific features, the status of thumb is examined to 
activate/deactivate an interaction state. The algorithm; Thumb Status based Switching (TSS) 
performs state to state transition by detecting thumb-up or thumb-down in the succeeding 
input frames. Once an interaction state is activated, the Centroid of Hand (CH) is traced to 
perform interaction by the free 2D movement of hand.  

Table 1. The list of abbreviation in ascending with description 
Acronym Word/Phrase 
FIRST Feasible Interaction by Recognizing the Status of Thumb 
Iimg  Input Image 
CH Centroid of Hand 
TSS Thumb Status based Switching 
ROI Region Of Interest 
TTimg Tip of Thumb image 
TA Tip-of-thumb Area 
DA Dynamic Area 
TSS  Thumb Status based Switching 
Mimg Mask Image 
dimg Difference image 

A Virtual Hand (VH) represents the position of the user inside the VE. Coordinates 
mapping is performed dynamically to change the position of the VH  by the CH 
dynamically. Framework of the proposed technique is shown in Fig. 1. 
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2.1. Pre-processing 

An input stream image scanned with an ordinary camera is converted into binary. As the 
YCbCr is the efficient colour model to distinguish the skin color from non-skin colours 
[32], therefore the YCbCr model is pursued for segmentation.  The YCrCb 
representation (Yimg) of an input RGB image (Iimg) is obtained with the most optimal 
range. 

𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 �
Y

Cb
Cr
� = �

16
128
128

� + 1
256

�
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111.9 −93.6 −18.5

� �
R
G
B
�    (1) 

The Yimg is then thresholded with the chrominance range suitable for skin colour [33] to 
get the skin mask image in binary (Mimg), see Fig. 2. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

𝑇𝑇𝑖𝑖 

𝑅𝑅𝑖𝑖 
𝐿𝐿𝑖𝑖 

𝐷𝐷𝑖𝑖 

𝜉𝜉 

Pre-processing 

Tip Extraction  Coordinates Mapping 

Interaction  
Activation 

Interaction  
DeActivation Interaction inside the VE 

Figure 1. Framework of the GIST technique 

Figure 2. The (a) 𝐼𝐼𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 in RGB (b) the 𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖and (c) the 𝑀𝑀𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 

(a)  (b)  (c)  
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𝑀𝑀𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 = �
1,          𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖  77 < 𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖.𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 < 127        

                  𝛬𝛬  133 < 𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖.𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 < 173      
  0,           𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂ℎ𝑒𝑒𝐶𝐶𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒                                      

 

For the sake of compactness, the morphological operation [34] by a structuring element 
S(5×5) is performed to eliminate the unwanted white regions in the Mimg. 

Mimg ₒ S =  (Mimg ! S) ⊕ Mimg                   (2) 
The Region of Interest image (ROI) tightly enclosing the hand (a fist posture) is extracted 
from the Mimg using our designed sliding scan algorithm [35] as, 
 
               
 
where m and n represent the rows and columns of the ROI. The 𝐿𝐿𝑖𝑖, 𝑅𝑅𝑖𝑖, 𝑇𝑇𝑖𝑖 and 𝐷𝐷𝑖𝑖 
represents the Left most, Right-most, Top-most and Down-most skin pixels of the 𝑀𝑀𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖, 
see Fig. 3. The CH point is calculated as,  

CH(x, y) = ((Lm.x + Rm.x )/2 , (Tm.y + Dm.y )/2)              (4) 

 

2.2. Extracting the Tip of Thumb 

The sliding scan algorithm [35] is followed to extract the Tip of Thumb image (𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖). 
The TA is then computed once the TTimg  is extracted in an initial frame. As the 
algorithm traces the TTimg, therefore the thumb status should be up (Thumb-up) in the 
initial frame. The sliding scan is performed from the top-left to the bottom-right to trace a 
Tm pixel. The empirical constant 𝜉𝜉 is added with the position to have enough region 
beneath the Tm pixel. 

Dm =  Tm + ξ                            (5) 
The region (white/skin) enclosed by the Lm, Rm, Tm and Dm pixels, as shown in Fig. 
4, is treated as TTimg for onward processing. 

 
 
 
 

𝑇𝑇𝑖𝑖 

𝑅𝑅𝑖𝑖 
𝐿𝐿𝑖𝑖 

𝐷𝐷𝑖𝑖 

Figure 3. The 𝑀𝑀𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 with the boundary pixels to extract ROI 

ROI(m, n) =   �
⋃ (𝑀𝑀𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖)𝑇𝑇𝑚𝑚
r=Dm ,

 

⋃ (𝑀𝑀𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖)Rm
c=Lm

�                (3) 
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With the zeroth moment, the area (TA) of the TTimg is calculated as, 
 
 
 
Where x is the row and y the column position of a skin pixel in the TTimg. 

2.3. Coordinates Mapping 

Coordinates mapping between the CH in an image frame and the OpenGL window is 
performed for the seamless movement of the VH. The OpenCV coordinate system is 
different from the OpenGL coordinate system. The OpenCV frame starts with 𝑂𝑂(0,0) 
from top left, whereas in OpenGL the origin 𝑂𝑂(0,0,0) lies at the centre of the VE, see 
Fig. 5.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

To harmonize the dissimilar coordinate systems, we devised our own mapping function, 
ω [36].  A scanned image frame is split into four regions R1 to R4 as shown in Fig. 6, 
where mapping is made by the corresponding function taking ‘x’ and ‘y’ of a pixel of Rn 
as independent variables. The point; CH is used to locate and move the VH in the 
designed VE. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

𝜉𝜉 

Figure 4.  The extraction of the  𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 from the ROI 

𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 = ∑
  

∑ 𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖(𝑥𝑥,𝑦𝑦)
𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑖𝑖𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖.𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑚𝑚𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐
𝑦𝑦=0

𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑖𝑖𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖.𝑟𝑟𝑐𝑐𝑟𝑟𝑐𝑐
𝑥𝑥=0        (6) 

𝑇𝑇𝐶𝐶,𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 

0,0  

Tc/2,Tr/2 

R1 R2 

R3 R4 

Figure 6. The virtual division of an image frame 

(a) (b) 

Figure 5. The coordinates of (a) OpenGL and (b) OpenCV 
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If CHi ∈ ℝ2  represents the CH in a preceding frame and CHf ∈ ℝ2  represents the 
position of the CH in the following frame, then the virtual hand position; VH: VH ∈ ℝ3 
is calculated as, 

VH(x, y)  =  ω(CHi , CHf)                             (7) 
ω(x, y)  =  ((∆Px/Tc)k, (∆Px/Tr)c)                   (8) 

∆Px =  (CHd. x −  CHi. x)                 (9) 
∆Py =  (CHd. y −  CHi. y)                    (10) 

Where c is the speed constant; greater the value of c speedier will be the movements of 
the VH. We kept a moderate value of c in the FIRST project. The value of '𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇' and '𝑇𝑇𝐶𝐶' 
represents the total number of columns and rows respectively. The mapping process is 
shown in Fig. 7. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

2.3. States Switching 
Instead of posing a distinct gesture for an interaction, the status of thumb (Thumb-down) 
is traced at the backend to activate a desired interaction state. At a time, one of the 
interaction state Si gets activated where i = {0,1,2,3}. The up or down status of thumb 
is check by comparing the TA with the Dynamic Area (DA). The DA is the area of the 
difference image (dimg ) obtained by subtracting the succeeding mask images. Let 
Mp ∈ ℝ2 be the mask images in a preceding frame and Mf ∈ ℝ2 the mask image in the 
following frame, then dimg is given as, 

dimg(x, y) = Mf(x, y) − Mp(x, y)       (11) 
 As the normal Frame Per Second (FPS) rate is 24-30 frames, therefore, the dimg is 
computed after every 1/24 sec.  The DA is obtained by adding the white pixels  of the 
dimg. 
 
 
The w and h represents the width and height of the dimg respectively.  
On the basis of thumb Triggering (Ti), transition to a state Si is performed where 
i = {0,1,2,3). Besides changing the position of the VH, navigation is performed in the 
default state (S0). To ensure whether thumb is up in an initial frame, the TA is checked to 
be within an empirical range β1 = {100,800}. On the successful matching, the Mf is set 
as Mp. If the absolute difference between the TA and DA is in the second empirical 
range β2 = {30,50}, it is assumed that the status of thumb has changed. A count variable; 

𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑓𝑓 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑖𝑖 

𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 

𝑇𝑇𝐶𝐶 

𝑉𝑉𝐶𝐶𝑥𝑥 

𝑉𝑉𝐶𝐶𝑦𝑦 𝑉𝑉𝐶𝐶𝑧𝑧 = 
𝑉𝑉𝐶𝐶. 𝑧𝑧 

0,1,0 

1,0,0 

M
apping 

B
y 𝜔𝜔

 

(a) (b) 

Figure 7. The mapping between (a) the CH and (b) the VH  

𝐷𝐷𝑇𝑇 = ∑   ∑ 𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖(𝑥𝑥,𝑦𝑦)ℎ
𝑦𝑦=0  𝑤𝑤

𝑥𝑥=0                  (12) 
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𝐶𝐶 is incremented with each change in the status of thumb. An interaction state is 
activated with thumb down therefore, the odd value of 𝐶𝐶 is used for the activation of an 
interaction. If 𝐶𝐶 is even; the system switches back to the default state; S0. 
To perform state-to-state transition is a cyclic way, the entire process is repeated after the 
last state (at Ti = 3). The states of thumb are shown in Fig. 8 while schematic of the 
algorithm is shown in Fig. 9.  
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

2.4. Interaction Support 

The basic 3D interactions; navigation, translation, scaling and rotation are performed by 
the free movement of hand. After switching into a particular state Si| Si ≠ S0 , 
interactions are performed by tracing the 2D position of the CH. Each time, the position 
of the CH in a preceding frame (CHP) is checked against the CH in the following frame 
(CHf). 
Tracing a change between the CHp and CHf about an axis, appropriate interaction is 
performed along that particular axis. An object is selected for manipulation by hovering 
the VH over an object at the time of thumb-down (at the time of initiating an interaction). 
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g 
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Figure 9.  Schematic of the TSS algorithm 

Figure 8.  The fist with (a) thumb-down  and  (b) thumb-up 

(a) (b) 
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2.4.1 Navigation 

Navigation is to explore a 3D VE. In the proposed technique, the diagonal movement of 
the hand in the upper-right (R2) and lower-left (R4) regions of the image frame perform 
navigation. As conceivable, the forward navigation is carried out by the upward-diagonal 
hand movement in the navigation region (R2 and R4) of an image frame, see Fig. 10. 
Navigation in the backward direction is performed by the downward-diagonal movement 
of the hand. Let CHE be the position of CH at the time it enters into a navigation region 
(R2  or R4) and CHd  be the dynamic position of CH in the regions. The diagonal 
movements of hand are detected by the pseudo-code given as, 
if �CHd.x > CHE.x AND CHd.y <

CHE.y� AND !�
�CHd.x > CHE.x AND abs(CHd.y−CHE.y) ≤ 5�

OR�|CHd.x−CHE.x| ≤ 5 AND CHd.y <              CHi.y�
� 

Forward Navigation 
if �CHd.x < CHE.x AND CHd.y > CHE.y� AND 

!��CHd.x > CHE.x AND (|CHd.y−CHE.y| ≤ 5)�OR�(|CHd.x−CHE.x ≤
5|) AND CHd.y <          CHE.y��  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

2.4.2 Translation 

Translation is to change the position of a virtual object along an arbitrary axis in a VE.  
With the first thumb-down; 𝐶𝐶 = 1, 𝑇𝑇𝑖𝑖 = 1, transition to S1 is performed. In the state; S1 
an object is translated by the free movement of hand. With the horizontal and vertical 
movements of hand, the object is translated along the x and y axis (see Fig. 11). The 
upward and downward diagonal movements of hand translate the object along the –ve and 
+ve z-axis respectively. The pseudo-code used for the detection of the axis of translation in 
the S1 is given as,  

if �∆(CHf.x , CHp.x) > 0 AND ∆(CHf.y , CHp.y) = 0�  
Translate along x-axis 

if �∆(CHf.y , CHp.y) > 0 AND ∆(CHf.x , CHp.x) = 0�  
Translate along y-axis 

if �CHf.x > CHp.x AND CHf.y < CHp.y� AND 

Figure 10. The (a) upward diagonal movement of hand for (b) forward navigation 

 (a)    (b)   
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!��CHf.x > CHp.x AND CHf.y = CHp.y�OR�CHf.x = CHp.x AND CHf.y <

CHp.y�� 
Translate along the  –z-axis 

if �CHf.x < CHp.x AND CHf.y > CHp.y� AND 
!��CHf.x > CHp.x AND CHf.y = CHp.y�OR�CHf.x = CHp.x AND CHf.y < CHp.y��  

Translate along the  +z-axis   
 
In the state (S1), the VH is controlled by the CH whereas the position of the VH defines 
the dynamic positions of a selected object (Obj).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2.4.3 Scaling 

The size of a 3D object is increased (scale up) or decreased (scale down) along an arbitrary 
axis in the state; S2. In the state (S2), a selected object is scaled or scale-down by 
comparing the positions of the CHp with the CHf. Scaling (up scaling) about the x or y 
axis is performed by tracing the hand movement along the +ve x or y axis. Similarly, 
downscaling is performed with the hand movement along the –ve x or y axis. The diagonal 
movements of hand scale an object up or down about the z-axis. The Euclidean distance 
(Ed) between the CHp and CHf is computed to find out the scaling factor. 

𝐸𝐸𝑑𝑑𝑥𝑥 = �(𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑓𝑓.𝑥𝑥  − 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑝𝑝.𝑥𝑥)2        (14) 
𝐸𝐸𝑑𝑑𝑦𝑦 = �(𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑓𝑓.𝑦𝑦  − 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑝𝑝.𝑦𝑦)2       (15) 

𝐸𝐸𝑑𝑑𝑧𝑧 = �(𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑓𝑓.𝑥𝑥  − 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑝𝑝.𝑥𝑥)2 + (𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑓𝑓.𝑦𝑦  − 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑝𝑝.𝑦𝑦)2     (16) 

�

𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶
𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶
𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶
𝟏𝟏

� = �

𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑶𝑶 𝟎𝟎 𝟎𝟎
𝟎𝟎 𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑶𝑶 𝟎𝟎
𝟎𝟎 𝟎𝟎 𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑶𝑶
𝟎𝟎     𝟎𝟎    𝟏𝟏

� × �

𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶
𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶
𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶
𝟏𝟏

�    (17) 

2.4.3 Rotation 

Rotation is to turn an object about an axis inside a VE. In the last state; S3, the horizontal, 

(a) (b) 

Figure 11.The (a) horizontal movement of hand to (b) translated the object along 
x-axis 

𝑂𝑂𝐶𝐶𝑂𝑂(𝑥𝑥,𝑦𝑦, 𝑧𝑧) = �
1 0 𝑉𝑉𝐶𝐶. 𝑥𝑥
0 1 𝑉𝑉𝐶𝐶.𝑦𝑦
0 1 𝑉𝑉𝐶𝐶. 𝑧𝑧
1  0        1

� �

𝑂𝑂𝐶𝐶𝑂𝑂𝑥𝑥
𝑂𝑂𝐶𝐶𝑂𝑂𝑦𝑦
𝑂𝑂𝐶𝐶𝑂𝑂𝑧𝑧

1

�         (13) 
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vertical and diagonal movements of the hand performs rotation along the y-axis, x-axis 
and z-axis respectively. The angle θ of rotation is computed from the dynamic distance (d) 
between the points CHp and the CHf. Greater the distance, larger will be the angle of 
rotation. The clockwise rotation is shown in Fig. 12. 

d = �(CHf.x  − CHp.x)2+(CHp.x − CHf.y)2      (18) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The pseudo-code for the axis for rotation is given as follow, 

if � |CHf.y − CHp.y| ≤ 5�  
if � CHf.x > CHp.x� 

Rotate along  y-axis 
θ = +d 

if � CHf.x < CHp.x� 
Rotate along  y-axis 
θ = −d 

if � |CHf.x − CHp.x| ≤ 5�  
if � CHf.y > CHp.y� 

Rotate along  x-axis 
θ = +d 

if � CHf.y < CHp.y� 
Rotate along x-axis 
θ = −d 

if �CHf.x > CHp.x AND CHf.y < CHp.y� AND 
!��CHf.x > CHp.x AND CHf.y = CHp.y�OR�CHf.x = CHp.x AND CHf.y < CHp.y�� 

Clockwise rotation 
if �CHf.x < CHp.x AND CHf.y >
CHp.y� AND ! ��CHf.x > CHp.x AND CHf.y = CHp.y�OR�CHf.x = CHp.x AND CHf.y <

CHp.y��     

Anticlockwise rotation 

3. Implementation and Evaluation 

The proposed technique is implemented in a case-study application. A Corei7 laptop with 
3.10 GHz processor and 8GB RAM with HD graphics card was used for the 
implementation and evaluation.  The OpenGL and OpenCV were used for the front-end 
VE and for the back end image processing. Offering the first person’s view, the position of 

Figure 12. The (a) diagonal movement of hand to (b) rotate the object clockwise 
(a) (b) 
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a user in the VE is represented by the VH. The z-axis of the virtual camera is assigned to 
the VH.z in order to keep the VH visible everywhere in the VE. The system is activated by 
detecting the thumb area in the specified range (β1) in a frame. With the detection of a fist 
with thumb up, the text “DETECTED” appears in the upper part of the scene. A user is 
constantly informed about the states transitions with the help of text and distinguishing 
audio signals (beeps). For easy noticing, end-point of the scene is marked by a board with 
text ‘Stop’. To immerse users in the VE, different 3D objects are rendered at different 
points. The system resets by one time pressing of the Enter key and quits with the pressing 
of the Escape key. The designed VE is shown in Fig. 13. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

3.1. Evaluation Setup 

The evaluation was performed in the University IT lab in a moderate lighting 
condition. Twelve participants, all male, ages 22-47 (mean = 31.8 , SD = 5.0), 11 
right-handed and 1 left-handed performed five tasks, where each task evaluated the 
basic interactions. Participants were introduced to the system and were guided on how 
to perform the predefined tasks in the designed 3D VE. All the participants performed 
pre-trials of the tasks before the actual evaluation. The tasks were to evaluate the basic 
interactions; Navigation, Translation, Scaling and Rotation. A 3D object (Teapot) is 
rendered in the mid of the scene for selection and manipulation. Each participant 
performed two trials of the following five tasks. 

Task-1: Perform forward navigate till the end point. 
Task-2: Perform reverse/backward navigation till the starting point. 
Task-3: Translate the teapot and place it on a table. 
Task-4: Scale (scale up) the teapot about an axis and then scale it down. 
Task-5: Rotate the teapot about an axis. 

In a single trial, navigation is assessed two times while translation, rotation and 
scaling one time each. With the mentioned setup, an overall accuracy rate achieved for 
the 120 interaction attempts is shown in Fig. 14, is 87.5%. Inappropriate interaction 
after a required posture and false detection were counted as errors.  
𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝐴𝐴𝐶𝐶𝑎𝑎𝑇𝑇𝑦𝑦 =

Figure 13. The virtual scene for evaluation of the technique 
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 (𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁. 𝑁𝑁𝑖𝑖 𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝑂𝑂𝑒𝑒𝐶𝐶𝑎𝑎𝑇𝑇𝑂𝑂𝑖𝑖𝑁𝑁𝐼𝐼 𝑃𝑃𝑒𝑒𝐶𝐶𝑖𝑖𝑁𝑁𝐶𝐶𝑃𝑃𝑒𝑒𝑑𝑑/𝑇𝑇𝑁𝑁𝑂𝑂𝑎𝑎𝑇𝑇 𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁. 𝑁𝑁𝑖𝑖 𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝑂𝑂𝑒𝑒𝐶𝐶𝑎𝑎𝑇𝑇𝑂𝑂𝑖𝑖𝑁𝑁𝐼𝐼 𝑎𝑎𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑒𝑒𝑃𝑃𝑀𝑀𝑂𝑂𝑒𝑒) × 100  
(19) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

3.2. Learning Effect 

The learning effect was measured from the errors occurrence rate. The paired 
two-sample T-test was used to analyze the differences in means of the two trails. With 
null hypothesis (H0) we assumed that mean difference (μd) is 0. The hypothesis was 
rejected as there was a significant difference between the outcomes of Trail-1 
(μ1 = 82.2, SD = 1.8) and Trail-2 (μ2 =92.7, SD= 4.5) conditions; (t(6) =  4.3, p =
0.0049). 

𝜇𝜇𝑖𝑖 = ∑ 𝑥𝑥𝑗𝑗/𝐼𝐼𝑛𝑛
𝑗𝑗=1                           (20) 

𝑆𝑆𝐷𝐷 = �∑ (𝑥𝑥𝑗𝑗−𝜇𝜇𝑖𝑖)2𝑐𝑐
𝑗𝑗=1

𝑛𝑛−1
                       (21) 

Where 𝑖𝑖 = {1,2} and 𝐼𝐼 represents the total number of interaction (𝑥𝑥𝑗𝑗). 
The graph indicating this vivid decrease in error is shown in Fig. 15. While performing 
navigation, some of the users moved their hand faster. In such cases the position of the 
MH was wrongly traced by the camera, hence, comparatively more errors were 
counted during navigation. 

3.3. Subjective Analysis 

At the end of the evaluation session, the users were asked to fill up a questionnaire 
gauging the three factors; Ease of Use, Fatigue and Suitability in a VE. 
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Most of the participants were in favor of the GIST technique; strongly agreed= 77%, 
agreed=19.6%. The participant’s response to the three factors as calculated by the 
following formula is shown in Fig. 16. 
𝑂𝑂𝑀𝑀𝑂𝑂𝑖𝑖𝑁𝑁𝐼𝐼 𝑅𝑅𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑀𝑀𝑁𝑁𝐼𝐼𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒(%) =  
            (𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁. 𝑁𝑁𝑖𝑖 𝑈𝑈𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝐶𝐶𝑒𝑒 𝑂𝑂𝑀𝑀𝑂𝑂𝑒𝑒𝑑𝑑 𝑖𝑖𝑁𝑁𝐶𝐶 𝑂𝑂ℎ𝑒𝑒 𝑁𝑁𝑀𝑀𝑂𝑂𝑖𝑖𝑁𝑁𝐼𝐼/𝑇𝑇𝑁𝑁𝑂𝑂𝑎𝑎𝑇𝑇 𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁. 𝑁𝑁𝑖𝑖 𝑈𝑈𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝐶𝐶𝑒𝑒)  × 100   (22) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

4. Discussion 

Although, gesture-based interactions are suitable for the interaction in a VE [37], such 
systems are difficult to design [37]. For a novice VR user, it is often difficult to learn 
and remember different gestures for interactions [21,38]. Considerable research has 
been carried out to use such gestures which are feasible to pose and reliable to 
recognize [26]. Games like StrikeAPose [39] have also been designed to explore 
feasible gestures for interactions. Despite the fact that accuracy can be improved by 
user-independent gestures [40,41], there is no agreed-upon standard list of gestures for 
3D interactions. Moreover, the hand size and finger length vary from individual to 
individual. To overcome most of the gesture-related challenges, a suitable solution is 
to let users perform interactions by the simple movement of a hand. This will avoid the 
user’s side difficulty to learn and remember the gestures set by others. Like the 
pressing of a button, in the proposed technique an interaction is activated by the thumb 
down. In an attained state, interaction along the x, y and z-axis is performed by the 
perceptive horizontal, vertical and diagonal movements of a hand. Switching to the 
default state, an interaction is deactivated by the raising of the thumb. This research 
work is a step forward to make 3D interaction simpler and feasible. Unlike the costlier 
and complex setup of data gloves [42] and Myo armbands [43], an ordinary camera is 
used for the detection of hand and thumb. The status of thumb is detected by the 
cost-effective method of frame-to-frame variation [44]. Outcomes of the technique 

Figure 16.  Outcomes of the subjective analysis about the three factors 
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support applicability the technique in the VR applications. During the evaluation, it 
was observed that most of the errors were due to the quicker movements of the user’s 
hand. The accuracy can be raised with high quality camera with a high frame rate. 

5. Conclusion and Future Work 

To cope with the rampant pace of VR developments, a simple and natural interface is 
needed for intuitive 3D interactions. Though a gestural interface may enhance the 
realism of a VE, the interclass gesture dissimilarities are the main issue. It is rare that 
two individuals may make the same gesture in the same way. Moreover, it is not 
possible for an individual to pose a specific gesture twice with the same accuracy. 
With this contribution, we present a gesture independent interaction technique. 
Despite the extraction and comparison of gesture-specific features, interactions are 
performed in distinct states. A user may activate or deactivate an interaction state by 
posing a feasible thumb posture (thumb-down or thumb-up). In an interaction state, 
interaction tasks inside a VE are performed by the perceptive movements of the hand. 
The technique is implemented and evaluated in a case-study project where a 
satisfactory accuracy of 87.5% was achieved. The proposed technique is suitable in a 
wide spectrum of man-machine interactions particularly in virtual prototyping, 3D 
gaming, robotics and simulation. The work also covers the smooth integration of 
image processing and VE. With less effort, the technique can be implemented on other 
sensing platforms. In future, we are determined to enhance the system for 
collaborative VE. 
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